Contact Details:
 Web: - www.nepaltouroperators.com
 Email: - nepaltouragency@gmail.com
 Cell No: - +9779871016865 (whatsapp, viber, WeChat )
The Everest Flight Tour in Nepal is the best way to see the panoramic mountains
including Mount Everest. Everest Flight tour is about an hour's flight that takes
you much higher and closer to the mountains to see the best mountain views
you've ever experienced. Everest Experience Mountain Flight is an adventurous
and comfortable trip that takes you to Mount Everest (8848 m) and other famous
highest mountains in the Everest region such as Mount Lhotse, Makalu, Cho Oyu,
Ama Dablam, etc. The beautiful flight departs from Kathmandu national Airport. It
Takes place early in the morning to get the best view of the mountain.

Everest Mountain flight Tour








Impressive journey through the Himalayas on this hour-long flight
Fly over snowy peaks and admire breathtaking spiritual views
Admire the majestic and impressive Mount Everest
Close up view of Mount Everest through the window
Experience fantastic Himalayan mountains, lakes and glaciers
Guaranteed window seat for the best view
Panoramic view of the land of Sherpa people and the Kathmandu valley

Everest Mountain flight Tour
Kathmandu's Everest Scenic Flight is an incredible one-hour flight that gives you a
unique opportunity to enjoy the endless mountain ranges of the Himalayas,
including the world's rooftop terrace, Mount Everest (8,848 m). It is also known as
Everest Mountain Flight or Everest. Admire the incredible mountains from your
seat in the window of a sophisticated high-altitude aeroplane and capture them

with your cameras. Not only you see Mount Everest, but you also conquer other
highest peaks, glaciers, and calm freshwater lakes in the Khumbu region.
The Everest flight departs from Kathmandu airport. You will first have a look at
the Langtang Mountain panorama and slowly enter the Everest region. You see
the Gokyo valley, the mighty Gokyo freshwater lake, and some glaciers. The
incredible landscapes and settlements of ethnic people are fascinating to
understand. You are now floating skyward on the Mount Makalu (8,481 m). You
have conquered the Mount Makalu, Nuptse, Pumori, Lhotse and Everest. After
seeing a beautiful view over the mountain, you will fly back to Kathmandu airport,
creating a circle of Himalayas. This incredible flight would be the best tour
package for all lovers of nature and adventure.
Reserve the Everest mountain flight with a guaranteed window seat for the best
chance to get up close to Mount Everest. This mountain flight is also a great
additional experience for those who have made trekking and climbing excursions
in the Himalayas as it offers an entirely different view and knowledge of these
fantastic Mountains.
We guarantee that we have visible windows to get the best possible view of the
mountains. You can even enter the cabin for a better view during this scenic flight
Itinerary
Day 1: Drive to Kathmandu Domestic Airport for Everest Scenic 1 hour flight
Depending on your exciting flight time, we will pick you up from your hotel and
take you to the terminal of the national airport. Our representative will inform
you about your trip to the Himalayas.
Now you’re one hour flight start to reach the Everest through the eastern part of
Himalayas of Nepal with a panoramic view of the highest mountain in the world.
The flight extends to Mount Makalu and returns, forming a circle of high
mountains.

After the attractive mountain flight back to Kathmandu airport, our
representative will pick you up in the arrival hall. Share your life experience and
return to your hotel.
What's included?





Hotel-airport- hotel transfer on a private vehicle.
One Hour flight with guaranteed window seat
Wheelchairs if Necessary
Airport tax

What is excluded?
 Objects of a personal nature.
 Tips for the driver.

